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welcome to

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS WE THINK YOU’LL FIND IMPORTANT.



TIGHTEN
FIRMLY!

INSTALL
Thread the pre-assembled iOsphere 
and stem on the base. Tighten firmly.

ATTACH
Once the iOdisc™ has cured for 24 hours, your device is
ready to be attached to any iOmount®!

ADHERE
Clean the surface of your device case thoroughly. Center 
the iOdisc™ on your case then apply with firm pressure to 
the case while on a flat surface and adhere. 

Allow adhesive to set at least 24 hours before attaching to 
iOcore. For best results, let set 72 hours before first use.

24 HRS

INSTALLATION

Watch this video and learn how to adhere the iOdisc 
correctly to guarantee a wonderful experience.

GETKLOCKED.COM/HOWTO

INCLUDED COMPONENTS

iOdisc™ 
A stainless steel disk that 

attaches to the back of your 
phone, tablet, GPS or other 

approved device. 

Note: The iOdisc™ is NOT a magnet!

keep extra on hand! 

THIS IS WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS!

iOcore™
The iOcore™ is a magnetic 
cylinder that connects your 

devices to iOmounts® 
products.

available in 6 colors 
for a customized look!!

...connect to more!
Once the iOdisc™ is adhered 

to your device, connect to 
stands, model-specific 

mounts, car mounts, wall 
mounts and more!

find it all at 
getklocked.com



HAVE
QUESTIONS?

DON’T HESITATE 
TO REACH OUT

EMAIL
info@getklocked.com

CALL
(605) 996-3700

WEBSITE
GetKlocked.com

FYI
While a very strong 3M VHB adhesive is used, 
the iOdisc™ will not stick to all surfaces and 
materials. This includes rubber, silicon,  
soft-touch and other soft and/or textured 
surfaces. 

For best results, Klock Werks recommends 
the use of a smooth plastic, non-silicone case.

Each iOdisc™ utilizes permanent adhesive and 
is very difficult to remove once applied. Klock 
Werks is not responsible for any damages 
caused by the removal of the iOdisc™.
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GET SOCIAL WITH US WITH A LIKE,  TAG OR SHARE


